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Energy has become an important issue in many areas because of rising energy costs and
environmental issues. The Internet is one of the major energy consuming areas. Energy savings
are achieved by putting into sleep mode to minimize the total energy consumption of the network.
In this paper we present three approaches: SDN-Based approach for energy-aware, dynamic
topology for MPLS and heuristic-based optimization. And then present a comparison between
these algorithms.
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that the capacity of links used at most 40%, depending of the
studies that concentrate on saving power in the Internet the
proportion of Internet power exhaustion compute for up to
10% of the worldwide power exhaustion. To support the
dependence between load and consumption, a strategy able to
preferable achievement the network infrastructure, ensuring
the QoS required without losing power, should be devised. A
favorable strategy is power saving Traffic Engineering (TE)
that will be carried out assuming that devices can be put to
sleep. Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is, together
with the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol, the most
common protocol adopted in the backbone networks. MPLS
warranty a very flexible TE because it authorized to explicitly
pick the route of each individual traffic demand (6).

Introduction
Network operators have to allocate rapid expansion amount of
their operating budget to electricity bills nowadays, and this is
due to the operation of a larger number of network devices in
order to meet higher traffic demands and also the increasing
price of electricity (1). Operation in European telecom
Currently consume 21.4 TWh per year and this is predicted to
increase to 35.8 TWh by 2020 if no green networking
technologies are introduced (2).
Networks have an important role in today’s highly connected
world, and their traffic is expected to increase by a factor of
three in the next five years. The Internet depended of many
elements that are used for secure network from failures, data
bursts, packet drops and delays. Some of these elements are
seldom or not used at all under several traffic loads (3).
Although all the nodes are active all the time, in studies shown

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
present of an energy aware routing and resource management
model for large-scale networks by adapting an SDN (Software
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Defined Networking) based approach. In Section III review of
seeks to improve Performance Investigation of Dynamic
Topologies in MPLS Networks. In Section IV describe
centralize and hierarchical control frameworks for reducing
power consumption in backbone computer networks. Finally,
concluding remarks are exposed in Section V.

ingress router needs to be modified to support DTM. Dynamic
Topologies using MPLS consist of three components:
1.

SDN-based approach for energy-aware
In this section, we present the proposed an SDN-based
approach for energy-aware routing and resource management
for largescale MPLS networks. In this model, ingress (IRs) and
egress routers (ERs) are linked with each other by PLSPs.
Core routers between IRs and ERs only forward data packets
depended on labels. Controller stores PLSP information in
PLSP table. Controller performs energy aware routing based
on several cases that shown below:1.

2.

3.

2.

Load of a pair can be hold using least number of paths.
They improve a PLSP Selection Algorithm (PSA) using
dynamic programming.
Raise of power consumption can be delayed or completely
bypass by execute load balancing across active PLSPs of
an IEP.
Overall capacity of active paths may not be suitable to
carry current traffic load. The load of an IEP may override
certain threshold such as 90%. This means that all paths of
a pair are highly loaded. Subsequently, controller resizes
all or several of active PLSPs so as to get extra space for
highly loaded paths. Controller could switch on a new
PLSP instead of resizing active ones so as to increase IEP
capacity. However, energy consumption would increase.

3.

Network Management Function (NMF)
It determines reduced topologies and optimal paths. NMF
execute online and measures the network utilization. The
active Topology ID is broadcasted to all nodes to
indicative the modification in topology the TFT and PMF
functions. Once the nodes receive the messages, they
perform relevant switch-over functions and start
connected timers. The other components are centrally
controlled by this function.
Topology and Flow Tracker (TFT)
The TFT is the master change in the forwarding path. It
maintains flow states for all labels that have been
assigned. Two timers are used by the scheme to schedule
job of individual modules. The first timer distinguish how
long each state is maintained for present flows when the
topology is reduce in size; the second timer determines the
time period until the state is erased in the flow tracker
once the topology is expand.
Power Management Function (PMF)
This function (PMF) is work when the topologies have
changed. Once the topology is downsized, the PMF
function will stay the traffic flows to migrate to the new
topology. After that, the node and links of that topology
will be turn into a standby mode.

DTM algorithm

Since this method is power hungry, controller tries to postpone
path activation (3).

For the DTM algorithm, the network functions are controlled
by the NMF. In case of receiving packets, the NMF will
realize the Topology ID which distinguishes the network from
another. If the Topology ID is the same than previous one, the
NMF will apply the same label-set. In case of Topology ID is
different, the NMF recognizes the new network topology that
specified by the topology ID. If the number of active nodes
and links in the network topology is reduced, the change is
identified as networks downsize and the NMF will apply the
appropriate label set. The network will continue to use the
previous label-set for established flows for time T, controlled
by the TFT via the NMF. After the timer expires, the NMF
will power downs the selected nodes and links in the new
topology into the standby mode by using PMF function. Once
the network topology status is increasing the number of active
nodes and links, the NMF will select the new Topology ID and
power up the network elements by controlling the PMF. The
new label set will activate after the power up timer expired
which is controlling by the TFT. The figure 1 has shown the
flowchart of DTM.

Algorithm 1 PLSP Selection Algorithm
Require: Vi (N,C) denotes the optimal solution in terms
of energy for N paths with capacity C and load Li for an
IEPi.
Step 1:- Select optimal solution in terms of energy for N
paths with capacity C for an IEP as V (N,C)
Step 2:- If pathi stays active then set path = Vi (N − 1,
C), else the path is off, set Cnew= C−ci and Vnew = Vi –ei.
Step 3:- pick V (N,C) becomes min(Vi (N−1, C), Vi
(N−1, C− ci) − ei).
Step 4:- If total capacity of selected path (i) are less than
Li, Then, optimum path combination in the table will be
V (N, C).

III. Dyamic Topologies in MPLS Network (DTM)
In this section, we present components and functions of DTM
will be introduced. The implementation relies on MPLS in
combination with flow-aware label assignment (4). Only the
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IV- Heuristic-based optimization algorithm
In this section we present the implementation of control
framework for power saving. The decisions about activity and
energy status of all devices are determined by solving the
problem of decrease the power exhaustion in the whole
network. The optimal network execution is computed based on
known network topology and expected requested (traffic
matrix). The energy optimization problem is formulated as a
mathematical programming problem with various constraints
and control parameters. They proposed an algorithm to solve
Link-Node Heuristic Problem (LNHP). The proposed method
works in two parts. First, the initial solution is determined by
widely used linear solver. Second, the main problem is
modified and calculations are recurrent for this modified
formulation. Thus, the optimization problem LNHP is
repetitively modified and solved until all decision variables
take binary values - 0 or 1, and the calculations are terminated
(5). The original formulation of LNHP and its transformation
to the continuous problem are presented below.

(2)

where T = 1,..., R denote routers, c = 1,... , C cards, p = 1,. , P
ports and e = 1,..., E links in a network. Each router contains C
cards and each card contains P ports. Routers, cards and ports
can operate in one of K energy states - EAS (k = 1,... , K). All
routers and cards can work in two phases: active and sleeping
(K = 2) and ports can work in at least two states (K ≥ 2). Two
ports connected by the e-th link are in the same state k. Ɛek
denote power consumption of link e in state k, Wc and Tr
fixed power levels associated to card c and router r.

Fig.1 DTM flow chart
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Table.1 Comparison between proposed method
Name
Protocol
Type of
operation
Type of
developing

Type of
programmi
ng
Network
size
Saving
power

SDN
PLSPs and
RSVP-TE
online

routers
between IRs
and
ERs(develo
p a PLSP)
Dynamic
Programmin
g
Small size
Based on
aggregated
traffic load

DTM
LSR

LNHP
LNP

First offline
Second
online
Ingress
router(IR)

First offline
Second
online
central
decision unit

linear

branch-andbound

Small size

Medium
size
continuous
optimization

According to
the length of
the timer.

The Pseudo-code of LNHP is given below.

management of resource for largescale MPLS networks,
this method used PLSPs and RSVP-TE protocol and its
work starting reducing the link of path to increase power
saving then used time delay for shifting the high capacity
load then used resizing if the capacity of the load exceed
more than threshold, the developing part is the routers
between IRs and ERs (develop a PLSP), the
implementation is recommended for small size network.
The second proposed method is DTM algorithm, it
change the topology of routing depended on the capacity
of load, it start with first topology and calculate the
capacity of the load if its small they change the topology
to reduce the link in the path and saving the power, the
development is only of the Ingress router (IR), it
recommended to use for small size of network and the
amount of power saving based on the length of the timer.
The last proposed method is Heuristic-based
Optimization Algorithm, this method starting in the
offline and used formulation for calculate the parameter
and the value of the parameter is binary, and used
recurrent to minimize the power consumption and
continue minimizing (branch-and-bound), its used for
medium size network, the development part is central
decision unit.

Algorithm_LNHP
Note: SE(SE set of link in path)
1- Calculate z’r, X’c, u’ed and Y’ekuse eq(1,2,3 and
4)
2- If all variables are equal to (0 or 1) stop
calculation.
a. Else if Y’ek∈ (0, 1) then S*E SE(SE set
of link in path) then goto 3
b. Else if u’ed∈ (0, 1) then S**E SE then
goto 4
3- Create SEmi.n S*E and set it as link of e* that
give y’ek* theny’ek ←y’ek* goto 1
4- Pick u’**ed as maximum form e** in set S**e
and set u’ed ← u’**edgoto 1
V-Comparison between the algorithms
The following shown the comparison in table 1 depended
on protocol connection between each ingress and egress
pair (IEPs) and types of algorithms for selecting path,
types of programming amount of energy aware of the
above algorithms.(3)(4)(5)
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